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•Doctors vs. Lawyers in the Audience?
•For the lawyers:

• Do you typically represent 
Hospitals/Medical Staffs in 
staff privilege matters?

• Do you typically represent 
individual physicians in staff 
privilege matters?

•Both?
•Neither?

Questions for Audience
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Dr. Rich Target is a board certified OB/GYN who 
as been practicing at St. Somewhere Hospital 
for the past 20 years. He had an unblemished 
professional record, and served as Chair of the 
Department for 6 years. He was also the 
founding and managing partner of Women’s 
Health Partners, a 10-physician OB/GYN group 
in the St. Somewhere catchment area.  

The Facts
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The Facts (cont’d)
About a year ago, St. Somewhere became 
affiliated with Metropolitan Health System 
(“System”), which has been aggressively 
acquiring community hospitals and area 
private practices, and employing area 
physicians, towards its goal of becoming 
the dominant health system in the bi-state 
area.  
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Six months ago, St. Somewhere approached 
Women’s Health to become a captive practice of 
the System. Dr. Target strongly opposed this for 
a variety of reasons, including the anticipated 
loss of autonomy. He lobbied hard to convince 
his partners to reject the proposal, taking sharp 
aim at the System’s medical administration for 
elevating financial concerns over patient welfare. 

The Facts (cont’d)
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The Facts (cont’d)
Nonetheless, all the physicians at 
Women’s Health, except Dr. Target, 
agreed to join the System. Accordingly, 
Women’s Health dissolved, and the 
physicians became full-time faculty 
employees of the System.
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The Facts (cont’d)
Dr. Target then formed his own solo practice, 
and continued to admit patients to St. 
Somewhere as a voluntary attending physician. 
Not wanting to keep all his eggs in one basket, 
however, Dr. Target obtained privileges at and 
began delivering some patients at nearby Bi-
State General Hospital, the other major 
healthcare facility in St. Somewhere’s catchment 
area. 
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The Facts (cont’d)
During the acquisition negotiation process, 
palpable ill-will developed between Dr. Target 
and Dr. Bill Needle, the System’s Chief Medical 
Officer, who was upset with Dr. Target’s refusal 
to be a “team player.”  Accordingly, once the 
acquisition was consummated, Dr. Needle 
precluded the former members of Women’s 
Health from making call arrangements with Dr. 
Target.
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The Facts (cont’d)
• Dr. Needle also met with the new Chair of OB/GYN 
at St. Somewhere, Dr. Ben Arnold, one of Dr. 
Target’s former partners, and asked him to “find or 
manufacture some skeletons hiding in Dr. Target’s 
closet, since it was time to get the competition out 
of town now that the new full-time faculty 
arrangement was in place.” (Similar statements 
have gotten hospitals into widely publicized legal 
trouble in recent years.)

• This conversation was overheard by Ms. Eileen 
Rached, a Labor & Delivery nurse who is 
particularly friendly with her great uncle, Dr. Target.
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The Incident
• While delivering a patient at Bi-State General, Dr. 

Target received a call from the nursing staff at St. 
Somewhere advising that one of his labor patients 
was fully dilated and experiencing difficulties.  

• Dr. Target was instructed to return to St. 
Somewhere immediately, but was delayed in doing 
so due to his current patient’s needs at Bi-State, 
coupled with unexpected traffic on the interstate.  
Dr. Target did not have a call arrangement in place 
at St. Somewhere, due in large part to Dr. Needle. 
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The Incident (cont’d)
•Accordingly, Dr. Arnold assigned one of the 
full-time faculty to attend to Dr. Target’s 
patient at St. Somewhere, who was delivered 
without incident. 

•Dr. Arnold reported this incident to CMO 
Needle, mentioning that Dr. Target’s “patient 
abandonment” almost resulted in imminent 
harm, but for the swift reaction of the full-
time faculty.  
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The Facts (cont’d)
About three months later, at a family gathering, 
Nurse Rached asks her Uncle Rich if he knows that 
the nursing administrator recently was asked to pull 
a list of his deliveries and accompanying L & D 
records for the past two years. She also relays to 
Uncle Rich the conversation she overheard Drs. 
Arnold and Needle having a few months earlier. 
Finally, she assures her Uncle that she thinks he’s a 
great doctor, “no matter what everyone else has 
been saying about you for the past several weeks.”
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The Facts (cont’d)
•The next day, Dr. Target calls his long-time 
friend and lawyer, explains the 
circumstances, and seeks advice about how 
to proceed. 

•Now what??? 
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Recognize that Dr. Target has no leverage 
to stop the investigation.

Peer Review is mandated by state and federal law, and The Joint Commission.

Accompanying state and federal immunities protect the hospital (e.g., the 
federal Health Care Quality Improvement Act, “HCQIA,” which also created the 
National Practitioner Data Bank (“NPDB”)).

How can you fault a hospital for investigating a matter?

Limitations on seeking immediate injunctive relief:

•Practical
•Procedural
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Rather, Dr. Target should (cooperatively) inject 
himself into the investigation. 

Try to nip the 
problem at the 

bud.

Reach out to 
Hospital counsel to 

cooperate fully.

Make use of 
political/friendship 

contacts with 
Medical Staff 
leadership.

Seek Medical Staff 
organization 
assistance.
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Cooperate in the Investigation
• Seek access to QA/outside 

evaluations and reports.
• Correct errors in evaluations, 

supply office records that hospital 
might not have.

• Obtain own evaluations (and if 
submitted, make sure 
confidentiality is maintained).

• Check medical staff bylaws for 
permissive or mandatory angles to 
participate during the 
investigation, possible alternatives 
to reportable adverse action.
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At the same time, protect appointments 
at other hospitals.

• Pro-actively advise Bi-State General 
about what is brewing at St. 
Somewhere.

• Gain credibility through 
transparency.

• Brace Bi-State General for a 
possible NPDB report of a summary 
suspension.

• Increase activity at Bi-State General 
to create a cushion for a soft 
landing “if” suspended at St. 
Somewhere.
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Back to the Facts:

• As a result of the investigation, Dr. Target receives a 
letter from CMO Needle advising that effective 
immediate, all of Dr. Target’s OB/GYN privileges are 
summarily suspended due to the imminent risk of 
harm he presents to patients. 

• In particular, Dr. Needle cites Dr. Target’s lack of a 
call arrangement with any credentialed OB/GYN to 
cover for him in case of inpatient emergency. 

(Note:  Many hospitals require every applicant to obtain a commitment 
from an existing member to provide call coverage, as a threshold condition 
of medical staff membership, which would preclude Dr. Target’s situation 
at St. Somewhere.)
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The Facts (cont’d)
•Dr. Needle also notes additional concerns 
that Dr. Target’s behavior over the past 
several months has been characterized as 
“erratic” and “bizarre” by some of the 
medical and nursing staff.  

•Dr. Target is offered an intra-hospital hearing 
to contest the matter.
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Besides just preparing for the hearing, Dr. 
Target should consider these strategies:

•Negotiating a more limited restriction of his 
practice, such as excluding GYN and scheduled 
C-sections, agreeing to monitoring, proctoring, 
and/or probation (note:  a hospital and its 
medical staff have an incentive to consider 
alternatives, because a summary suspension is 
harder to defend than a less drastic action in the 
event of a challenge, and it may be possible to 
rescind a suspension if the parties can agree on 
a different resolution); 
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Strategies to consider (cont’d)
•Enrolling in state’s physician health program to 
get “cleared” to practice safely as soon as 
possible, or getting a private neuropsych fitness-
for-duty clearance from a psychiatrist 
credentialed at St. Somewhere and/or approved 
by the Medical Staff’s Well-Being Committee 
(“WBC”), to diminish the lurking impairment 
issue (for physician impairment information, see 
http://www.fsmb.org/siteassets/advocacy/polici
es/physician-impairment.pdf);
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Strategies (cont’d)
• Using whatever political capital the doctor has at St. 

Elsewhere, to get someone to intervene on his behalf;
• Getting the WBC Chair to intervene (Note:  Dr. Target 

may have rights under the Americans with Disabilities 
Act if he has health issues but can still practice safely);

• Full-court press at Bi-State General to prevent a 
derivative suspension;

• Filing a subject statement with the NPDB; and/or
• Engaging the state licensing board to commence its 

own investigation immediately – dangerous, but 
keeps the hospital honest.
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Preparing for the Hearing
Role of counsel at hearings:  the “potted plant” 
dilemma—medical staff bylaws differ about 
what level of direct attorney involvement is 
allowed.

Outside experts:  may be important, especially 
for clinical issues.

Risk of over-lawyering:  hearing panel 
members generally react negatively to 
procedural wrangling by attorneys.
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Can Nurse Rached’s testimony be compelled to 
prove animus at the hearing?

Hearsay is not 
automatically 
precluded, yet not 
automatically 
admitted either.

Medical staff 
bylaws provisions 
on hearings could 
be an authority to 
compel testimony 
(but this is not 
typical).

General bylaws 
provisions, HR 
policies, etc. may 
obligate hospital 
personnel to 
participate in 
Quality 
Improvement 
activities, including 
peer review.
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Compelled Testimony? (cont’d)
• Issue a subpoena and see what happens.  (State 
law will determine; this wouldn’t work in 
California, where there is no subpoena power in 
private hospital peer review proceedings.)

•Look to state law procedure on arbitration 
proceedings.

•Appeal to physician members of hearing 
committee (probably through the Hearing 
Officer) to get sufficient facts.
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Questions?

David A. Zarett, Esq. 
Weiss Zarett Brofman 

Sonnenklar & Levy
3333 New Hyde Park Road, Suite 211

New Hyde Park, New York 11042
T 516.627.7000 I F 516.877.1172

www.weisszarret.com

Terri D. Keville | Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
865 S Figueroa Street, Suite 2400 | Los Angeles, CA 90017

T (213) 633-8660 | F (213) 633-6899 
terrikeville@dwt.com
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